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Gardening, like mindfulness, is a way of finding a sense of calm in an otherwise chaotic world,
a simpler existence, even if it is only for a few minutes. Both forge a connection to the world
around us, to nature and wildlife, which can bring pleasure and peace. In this beautifully
illustrated guide to gardening for mindfulness, horticulturalist and mindfulness practitioner Holly
Farrell provides a blueprint for a more contemplative way to garden, including projects,
meditations and inspiration. Projects for the mindful gardener, including growing something
from seed, planting a tree and creating a mandala, put the theory of mindfulness into practice,
while plant lists and design ideas aim to enhance mindfulness in the garden through the
senses. Beautifully packaged and easy to follow, this is the perfect book for keen gardeners,
devotees of mindfulness, or simply those looking for calm in a busy and hectic world.
A new edition of this best-selling, easy-to-follow guide for beginner gardeners. Let BBC
Gardener's World writer Ian Spence tell you month by month what to do when in your garden,
and show you exactly how to do it too. This fully illustrated book takes you systematically
through the year, each chapter looking in-depth at one month at a time. A handy "To Do" list,
along with "Last Chance" reminders and "Get Ahead" tips, gives you an overview of the
month's tasks, followed by an inspirational gallery of "Star Plants" to showcase the visual
highlights of the month. The rest of each chapter is packed with advice on plant care,
maintaining garden features such as lawns and ponds, what to prune when, and illustrated
step-by-step projects and gardening ideas. A photographic A-Z appendix of nearly 350 plants
provides detailed information on growing habit and care. This updated edition features brandnew visual galleries that showcase a gardening year at-a-glance, with inspirational ideas for
achieving colour, scent, or eye-catching foliage in your garden for every month of the year.
Each month has updated Weather Watch and plant care information. Packed with essential
gardening advice, RHS Gardening Through the Year is the must-have book for new gardeners
and a trusty reference for old hands.
A bucket list tour of Europe’s private gardens Acres of white-blooming garden rooms on the
island of Mallorca. A seven-tiered wonder of stone, plants, and water above Germany’s Rhine
River. The Garden of Cosmic Speculation in a quiet Scottish valley. These sumptuous
landscapes are just three of the fifty destinations you’ll visit on this exclusive tour of Europe’s
most beautiful private gardens. From Belgium to Ireland, Scandinavia to Wales, Carolyn Mullet
is your guide through intimate retreats normally off-limits to visitors. Short profiles introduce the
intriguing owners and rich histories of each garden and the land they inhabit. Among the
featured gardens are works of eminent designers such as Tom Stuart-Smith, Andy Malengier,
and Louis Benech. Whether you love exploring faraway places or creating your own landscape
haven at home, Adventures in Eden is the ideal armchair getaway—glimpses into personal
garden artistry that are sure to spark inspiration.
In this colorful guide featuring 30 easy gardening projects, kids will learn to grow their own
fruits and vegetables, attract wildlife such as butterflies and bees, and recycle household items
into animal habitats and fun decorations. Whether they've got a big backyard or just a
windowsill, kids can grow all sorts of plants with this beginner's gardening book. Packed with
step-by-step activities, this book teaches children ages 5-8 how to grow garden staples like
tomatoes, pumpkins, and zucchini with photographic examples. Each project includes a
complete materials list, planting guide, and tips on harvesting your fruits and vegetables,
providing plenty of support for kids from start to finish. The book also offers advice on creating
creature-friendly spaces within your garden, such as a bee hotel, a ladybug sanctuary, and a
home for frogs and toads. By caring for the wildlife around them, kids can grow to better
understand the relationship between humans and nature, and how we can support local
habitats wherever we happen to live. Beyond the gardening basics, Let's Get Gardening also
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helps kids learn about conservation, recycling, and sustainability through simple, hands-on
projects. From making mini greenhouses out of leftover glass jars, to growing strawberries in
an old pair of rain boots, to repurposing an empty milk carton as a hanging bird feeder, there
are so many practical ways for kids to help cut waste and reduce pollution. So grab your
potting soil and let's get gardening!
Do you want your outdoor space to look as stylish and as well designed as your home? RHS
Design Outdoors will give you the ideas and know-how you need to make that happen. Awardwinning designer Matt Keightley has curated a collection of 35 gardens, created either by him
or by other leading contemporary designers, that will provide the inspiration to transform your
outdoor space. Gardeners features include award-winning designers Jo Thompson, Tom
Stuart Smith, Tony Woods, Charlotte Rowe and Andrew Wilson. For each case study there is a
detailed plan, information on the plants and materials used and a wealth of gorgeous
photography by leading garden photographer Marianne Majerus. The designs are organized
into five categories: Showstoppers at Home - high-design concepts that are nonetheless
achievable; Family-friendly - gardens that incorporate play areas and socialising; Minimalist spaces with larger areas of hard landscaping and bold, restrained planting; Plants First gardens where more than half of the outdoor space is planted; and Other Spaces - roof
terraces, basement areas and front gardens. This wide array of garden styles means that there
is inspiration for all types of garden, and for all types of gardener.
If the desire to start a garden has been planted in your heart, then this essential guide is a
wonderful companion to accompany you on your new adventure! If you're not sure of the first
steps to take, this handbook takes the anxiety out of plotting and planting and equips you with
all the know-how and confidence you need to get digging into your garden. Creating a garden
that you can enjoy and keep looking beautiful all year round is easier than you think!With the
expertise of the Royal Horticultural Society, you'll find simple step-by-step instructions, with
clear images to help you create your dream garden, no matter the size and scale. Get to know
your garden and choose plants that will grow well in particular soil types and conditions year
after year. From growing root crop to cutting back ivy, this book gives you lots of simple garden
ideas and projects that you can do yourself. Even if you've never sowed a seed or pulled a
weed, RHS How to Garden When You're New To Gardening contains everything you need to
kickstart your new outdoor hobby! This refreshingly accessible book is perfect for the novice
gardener who wants to make the most of whatever garden they have. Your Guide to Creating
the Garden of Your Dreams Do you want to create a garden you can show off with pride?
Would you like to grow your own food? This book will get you started quickly! By following the
simple steps and projects outlined in this book, you will reap instant rewards and long-term
successes so that you can enjoy your garden in all seasons. Inside the pages of this
comprehensive gardening book, you'll discover: - Clear definitions and descriptions of the
different types of plants. - Tips on choosing the type of garden you want. - Easy-to-follow
instructions for choosing the right plants for your soil. - Simple step-by-step instructions to
producing your first crop. - Practical gardening advice on planting, growing, and caring for
different plants.
Gardens are proven to be good for your well-being. Here's why--and how to optimize your own
garden to promote wellness. This book uniquely explains all the evidence behind why green
spaces are good for you and then shows you how to put that knowledge into practice to
optimize your own garden for well-being. Explore the fascinating science behind how green
spaces and gardening--the design, the plants, and the physical activity of gardening--can
impact positively on your well-being. Then use this newfound knowledge to evolve your own
outdoor space into a mind- and body-nurturing environment. The same principles apply to a
small balcony, a large suburban or country garden, or a shared community garden. Colors and
scents stimulate our senses, but do you know why, and how you can maximize the impact in
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your planting? We know that it's good to attract pollinators to the garden, but did you know that
certain birdsong calls reduce human stress levels, so it's worth planting to attract those birds
too? Or that plants absorb different levels of pollutants, so your well-chosen hedging plants
could combat air pollution? For example, one well-chosen, medium-sized shrub can capture 30
diesel vehicles' worth of particulate pollution every year. The way you design your garden, and
the plant choices you make, can impact your psyche: your well-being and stress levels; your
immune and cardiovascular systems; and your engagement and contact with nature at a primal
level. It can help neutralize pollution from noise, pollens, exhaust fumes, particles, and gases,
and help reduce your household energy and water consumption. Research in recent years has
shown tangible benefits from the act of gardening and from contact with green spaces: it can
counteract obesity, nature deficit disorder, and depression. Understand the science and how
you can use it, and your garden will truly become your paradise.
Fully endorsed by the Royal Horticultural Society, this practical reference will help readers to
create mood, proportion and scale in the garden. Published in a mid-format, chunky format, it
packed with photos, images and illustrated planting plans featuring 'patterns' that can be
scaled up or down to fit the area being planted. Examples include patterns for 'natural' designs
as well as more formal approaches that create a stronger sense of order and detail.

Easy-to-follow, this guide not only tells you what to do when, but shows you how
to do it. Follow over 1,300 seasonal tasks for every part of the garden, expert
plant advice, including star plants from January to December, and tips on
organisation. Whether you are a green-fingered guru or are just starting out,
enjoy 12 months of successful gardening.
Make the most of your balconies and windowsills with this handy gardening guide
from the author of the award-winning RHS Grow Your Own Crops in Pots. RHS
Little Book of Small-space Gardening is packed with practical information and
inspirational ideas for anyone who wants to grow plants in a variety of outside
spaces, from balconies to stairways, windowsills to doorsteps. Look inside to
discover a host of creative step-by-step projects, such as speedy salads, wildlife
pots, fragrant baskets and green garden walls. Handy plant profiles tell you
what's best to grow in a variety of conditions, such as wind, shade and drought.
Whether you choose to start with a simple pot or tackle a more ambitious project,
with this beautifully illustrated book you'll soon see how even the smallest spaces
can be amazing growing spaces.
With more than 80 experiments for the whole family to discover and enjoy,The
Pocket Book of Garden Experiments contains easy-to-follow instructions for
activities that will stretch your imagination and bring out your inner scientist. x
Make an ecosystem in a jar x Find out why leaves change colour x Turn potatoes
into slime x Calculate the heights of trees x Make a sound map of your garden
Each experiment takes inspiration from the natural world and the fascinating
things that live in it.
Winner of the Practical Book of the Year 2013 at the Garden Media Guild
Awards. RHS Grow Your Own Crops in Pots is the natural successor to Carol
Klein's bestselling RHS Grow your own Veg, which has sold more than 300,000
copies since publication. With this book you can turn the tiniest space into a
productive and attractive plot, using the best varieties and techniques. Follow 30
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tried-and-tested container recipes for top tasting crop combinations such as
tomato with basil, fruit salads and cut-and-come-again vegetables. Discover the
essential techniques that every container-gardener should know and use the crop
directory to find out the best way to grow more than 60 vegetables, fruit, salads,
herbs and edible flowers.
Learn how to garden through more than 200 creative garden projects in this
totally accessible guide to all aspects of gardening for beginners. Grow scented
lilies for the patio. Rescue neglected houseplants. Make a bee hotel. Turf a lawn.
Prune clematis. Raise cuttings. Grow a row of beans. Design and plant an easycare flower border. Drawing on the unrivalled expertise of the Royal Horticultural
Society (RHS), the world's most respected gardening authority, How to Grow
Practically Everything is a brilliant mix of practical projects, inspiring garden
design ideas, and beautiful photographic galleries of planting choices. Each
project is broken down into clear steps, with lists of plants, tools, and materials
needed before you start, plus advice on the best time of year to carry it out and
how much time to set aside. All the gardening basics are explained at the outset
in a refreshingly straightforward first chapter. And with chapters that include
wildlife gardening, growing vegetables and fruit, container gardening, and
houseplants - there's something for absolutely anyone who's ever felt their green
fingers itch!
Plant the garden of your dreams and transform your outdoor space with awardwinning Royal Horticultural Society garden design experts. Whether you're
looking to revive a tired flowerbed or simply looking for new garden ideas, the
RHS Encyclopedia of Garden Design will show you how to make your ideal
garden a reality. Even if you're new to gardening, you can grasp the
fundamentals of garden design, find a style that suits you, and bring your ideas to
life. This design bible is packed with advice to guide you from planning to
planting. From preparation such as choosing the correct materials for your
structures and assessing your drainage, to laying patios, making ponds, and
planting perennials, the RHS Encyclopedia of Garden Design is with you every
step of the way. Discover inspirational portfolios including modernist, sustainable,
Japanese, urban, family, and cottage gardens. Understand the unique features of
each garden style, create your own plan, and marvel at case studies showcasing
the gold standard of each garden type. With a handy visual dictionary and
coverage of all the latest gardening trends, this book combines style with
substance to guide you as you plant your perfect outdoor space.
It's official: living with houseplants is good for your wellbeing! Turn your living
space into an indoor oasis with our handy, easy to follow guide. Discover key
indoor gardening design principles and learn how to care for your houseplants
and keep them healthy. The RHS Practical Houseplant Book contains a dozen
stunning step-by-step projects to help you assemble an eye-catching terrarium,
create a floating kokedama 'string garden', or propagate succulents for your
friends. Complete with 175 in-depth plant profiles, this is the essential practical
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guide for indoor gardeners.
With more than 60 full-color reusable stickers, these Ultimate Sticker Books let
youngsters learn about common garden flowers, trees, and leaves they may find
in their own backyards. Consumable.
In A Woman’s Garden, the creative force behind LovelyGreens.com, Tanya Anderson,
shares inspiring ways to use the power of plants for home and health—with helpful
growing advice and step-by-step instructions for creating over 35 inspiring projects,
edibles, and art from your garden. Gardens grow more than just pretty flowers. They
grow well-being and a deeper connection with nature. Gardens can also produce plant
material for creating homemade skincare, natural dyes, artisan crafts, delicious foods
and beverages, and medicines—homegrown ways to create a wholesome lifestyle.
Making things with your hands and heart, and then sharing the fruits of your labors with
friends and family, is both satisfying and soul-stirring. Learn how to grow dozens of
plants and then transform them into gorgeous items to nurture yourself or gift to others,
including: Using onion skins to dye wool Alkanet root and lavender soap Soapwort
multipurpose cleaner Rose petal facial mist Edible flower frittata Healing calendula skin
salve Paper mache leaf lanterns Chamomile tincture Gardening projects, including a
herb spiral, strawberry pallet planter, and more In A Woman's Garden, you'll be
introduced to seven categories of useful plants. Plus, meet inspiring women gardeners
from around the globe who grow and use edibles, herbs, and flowers to create natural
products you can make, too. Find inspiration, healing, health, and happiness right
outside your own backdoor with A Woman's Garden.
Rev. ed. of: Gardening through the year / Hazel Evans.
'A thoroughly recommended read if you want your garden to have that designer touch and to look good all year round' - Alan Titchmarsh 'This book is reassuringly
methodical. From the initial survey to the planting palette and how to design for privacy,
shelter or noise control. It's a helpful primer for any design project.' - Daily Mail
'Inventively presented with a lot of info packed in without seeming deterrently difficult.' Evening Standard 'Great design tips, ideas and planting schemes for year-round
interest.' - House Beautiful Confused by the bewildering range of plants on offer at your
local garden centre? How do you choose, use and create beautiful planting schemes
like the professionals? The book takes you on a structured journey through the design
process, from the initial assessment of your existing space, through choosing a theme
or style, to putting it all together. Learn what various plant groups can provide and how
to problem-solve by selecting the right species. Understand the role that form, colour,
scent and texture play in the garden, and how to use focal points and accent plants for
added interest. Tiny courtyard gardeners and suburban gardeners alike will learn how
to mix plants in pleasing combinations that will provide interest through the seasons
and last for years. RHS How to Plant a Garden proves that a good planting scheme can
transform your garden from the ordinary to the truly inspirational.
Whether you're a beginner gardener or looking for gardening tips to improve your
existing gardening skills, this is the complete guide on how to garden from the experts
at the RHS, now with a new-look jacket. Want to know how to plant in containers or
how to create a successful vegetable garden? Whatever your level of expertise, you'll
find everything you need to know in this easy-to-follow guide. From bulbs to borders,
weeds to watering, pick up gardening techniques, practical basics, and simple skills
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which will have your garden blooming. Top tips to guide you every step of the way with
clear, easy-to-follow advice and photographs. Find out the principles of good of
gardening - how plants work and how to give them what they need. This is your onestop guide to creating and enjoying a garden of your own.
Whether you are planning a brand-new garden or looking for complementary plants to
add to your existing one, RHS Colour Companion is an inspirational and highly practical
sourcebook of ideas for incorporating colour into your garden. An introductory section
explains the basics of colour in plants and how it can be harnessed, and colour-themed
chapters then focus on each colour's uses in the garden. A gallery of garden elements
for each colour then follows - from foliage and flowers to bark, fruit, berries and even
hard landscaping materials. Each plant in the gallery is supported with cultivation
guidance and suggestions for incorporating it into a planting plan for maximum impact.
Advice is accompanied by tips for planting plans and photographs to help you visualize
the finished effect.
"Clear, modern and inspiring" - Alan Titchmarsh, gardener and broadcaster In this truly
innovative book Lucy Hutchings – aka She Grows Veg – proves that vegetable
gardening doesn't always require outdoor space. Through clever uses of space and
containers, understanding of growing conditions and a unique, design-led approach,
Lucy showcases how anyone can grow pretty much anything in their back garden,
courtyard, balcony or kitchen. Lucy creates 19 projects, from living vegetable walls and
hydroponics basics, to indoor greenhouses and hanging herb racks that have all the
decorative style and visual interest of ornamental house plants. With step-by-step
illustrations and stunning photography, with Get Up and Grow, you can go from
gardening novice to growing pro in a matter of weeks. Lucy is blazing a trail for newwave gardening with a mantra of anything is possible, for anyone.
In 101 Garden Projects, you'll find DIY ideas for all garden shapes and sizes. Whether
you want to tidy and perfect or completely transform your outside space, Gardeners'
World Magazine has the answer. Including planting, pruning, composting, hanging
baskets, lawns, ponds, greenhouses, indoor gardening and grow-your-own ideas, this
little book is full of projects to make the most of your time. Creating the garden you want
doesn't have to be daunting and, now, couldn't be simpler.
Garden design doesn't need to be complicated. The practical, no-nonsense approach
of this book strips away complex design concepts and focuses on your needs to help
you find your own garden style, even if you don't know where to start. Whatever your
space - be it a small garden with a patio, a city roof terrace or a classic country garden Adam Frost can show you how to create a garden that suits your lifestyle, personality
and budget. Adam is the BBC Gardeners' World presenter and Chelsea Flower Show
Gold Medal winner. He offers simple garden design ideas that work equally well for a
garden makeover, an elegant but low-maintenance garden or for creating entirely new
landscaping ideas. Complete with plant species readily available in Australia, Adam's
step-by-step instructions show you everything from laying turf to terraces, planting trees
to building raised beds or water features. A month-by-month checklist - especially
adapted for Australian gardeners - tells you what to do when to keep your garden in
shape. How to Create Your Garden will give you the confidence and skills to create
your dream outdoor space, no matter what sort of area you are working with. Bit by bit,
bed by bed, Adam Frost shows you how to plan and plant up a beautiful, functional
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garden that works for you and your family - all without breaking the bank or needing to
know endless Latin plant names.
Bring the garden indoors with this life-like collection of 60 easy to peel stickers of creepy
crawlies, published in association with the RHS. Find out what worms, woodlice, ants and
aphids do to help your garden grow, and decorate your stuff with pictures that'll make you
squirm. Extra stickers included to decorate school books or projects.
A delightful introduction to plant life and nature, as little ones get hands-on to grow their own
sunflowers. Includes sunflower seeds, a sunflower height chart, and exciting flaps. RHS I Can
Grow a Sunflower is a friendly approach to plant science and a great gift for little gardeners.
Sixteen bright board ebook pages reveal the life cycle of a sunflower, and the excitement of
growing a plant from seed. Little children follow the journey of a mystery seed, learning how to
plant it, and what it needs to grow. Could it magically become the tallest of all the garden
flowers? RHS I Can Grow a Sunflower includes facts about garden creatures, from the helpful
ladybird to busy worms, and the visiting bees and butterflies who spread pollen. Children will
enjoy read-aloud text, easy-to-follow pictures that show the life cycle of a sunflower underground, above ground, and through the year - and flaps that show plants growing and
creatures hiding. RHS I Can Grow a Sunflower includes a packet of sunflower seeds and a
height chart that reinforces how tall a sunflower grows, making this the perfect book for getting
young gardeners hands-on for the very first time. "This is a wonderful first gardening book for
young children that perfectly captures the magic of growing a beautiful plant from a tiny seed."
- Jamie Butterworth, RHS Ambassador
Good gardening depends on timing - when to plant and when to prune, when to feed and when
to water, when to build and when to maintain. With more than 1000 full-colour photographs of
star plants for each month, step-by-step photographic sequences of garden projects and
illustrated tasks, Gardening Through the Year in Australiais the garden reference book that not
only tells you what to do when, but also shows you how to do it. Whether you are a greenfingered guru or are just starting out, enjoy 12 months of satisfying and successful gardening.
RHS Do Bees Need Weeds is packed with more than 100 practical questions and answers to
help you become a more eco-friendly gardener, and show you how to adopt a more
sustainable way of gardening. The book includes simple, low-cost ideas, from fun projects
such as how to build a wormery or a homemade water butt to advice on which plants suit bees
best and how to achieve a zero-waste garden. In these pages you will find dozens of solutions
to common garden problems as well as inspiring innovations that reduce your gardening
consumption, tackle waste and help the environment. Filled with fascinating facts and ideas
that will help you make a real difference to the green credentials of your garden, this book is
both informative and entertaining, with plenty of I-never-knew-that mini-features. This is a book
you and your family need, and one that you'll all enjoy, too. Includes questions such as: Which features will make my garden greener? - Are my garden lights harmful? - How can a
lawn be wildlife-friendly? - Is it ever OK to have a bonfire? - Are there alternatives to plastic? Can I grow year-round crops? - Is it OK to buy compost?
Put the fun into gardening with this beautifully illustrated guide to growing plants indoors and
out. For parents and children who enjoy engaging with the outdoors and want to do more
activities together, this beautifully designed book explains how plants work, describes the
building blocks of gardening, and shows how to grow everything from cacti to cucumbers. With
great facts and practical projects, giving the reader a lot of information it's an ideal introduction
for complete beginners, designed to inspire a life-long love of gardening.
For the miniature garden grower, lack of space is not a problem. Who needs a large garden
when a landscape can be created in a single pot, or an entire ecosystem in a glass terrarium?
In fact, you don't need a garden or any kind of outdoor space at all! RHS Miniature Garden
Grower shows you how to create tiny gardens that bring big rewards. The projects are divided
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into five styles. Each one starts with the basic principles behind that style of garden, and a few
snippets of simple plant science back up the easy-to-follow practical advice.. You don't need a
lot of square footage to create beautiful green spaces. These teeny-tiny gardens take very little
time to plant and are a great option for a rainy-day activity. Many have the added advantage of
being instantly complete and mature, making them great gifts and inspiration for gardeners of
all ages.
Cool gardening projects for kids, with the experts at the RHS, in ebook format Get your child in
the garden, get sowing and harvesting and they will learn to grow all kinds of plants,
vegetables and fruits quickly and easily! No need to wait months for results: theyll be able to
follow the simple instructions to raise fantastic plants in twelve weeks or much less. Soon
theyll have tasty tomatoes and delicious strawberries, pretty marigolds and sprouting seeds
ready to eat in a week. There are fun projects, too: from making a pizza garden and growing a
fairy ring, to designing a wildlife windowbox. And you dont even need a garden: there are lots
of ideas for using containers, baskets and boxes. So get ready, get steady and get growing!
Twelve inspiring projects, plus 200 in-depth plant profiles with detailed useful information and
care instructions to help you cultivate and care for your houseplants. Learn how to choose
which plants to use where, care for your houseplants to keep them healthy, and use plants to
best effect in your home, with trusted advice, creative inspiration, strong visual aesthetic, and
practical step-by-step detail. Two hundred plant profiles provide information and care
instructions for a wide variety of plants, including ferns, orchids, and succulents, while a dozen
step-by-step photographic projects offer exciting ideas for using plants to decorate your home
or greenhouse-from eye-catching terrariums to a living succulent wall to a floating kokedama
"string garden." With information on plant care, propagation, pests and diseases, pruning, and
problem-solving, The Practical Houseplant Book is the essential guide for indoor gardeners.
A no-nonsense beginner's guide to the must-know aspects of gardening from the RHS
Tempted to have a go at gardening? Keen to grow your own veg or tame an out-of-control
border? This no-nonsense practical manual, packed with clear advice and photos on the
essentials, shows you where to start and how to progress. Beginning with inspirational ideas to
help you plan your plot, RHS How to Garden walks you through each stage of your chosen
garden project. Clear guidance helps you select which plants will work in the space you have
and step-by-step photography demystifies caring for plants such as perennials, bulbs,
climbers, shrubs, and edibles. Easy-to-follow advice makes mastering basic techniques and
troubleshooting common garden problems simple. With its clear, practical approach, RHS How
to Garden takes the bafflement out of gardening for the beginner.
Now in PDF Get outside and get inspired in the garden Bursting with garden projects to make,
cook and create, RHS Garden Projects is full of different projects for children to get excited
about. From making their own garden buddy to baking a blueberry cheesecake; from
lemonade lollies to Wild-West cacti, RHS Garden Projects is chock full of inspiring ideas. Each
project and recipe is easy to make and has clear steps to follow. Beautiful photographs inspire
children to make their own projects whilst bringing the garden to life - further proof that there's
so much fun to be had in their own back yard. Also, there's a funky quiz section at the end of
the book so kids can test their knowledge of plants and garden bugs. For those with green
fingers and an active imagination, look no further than RHS Garden Projects.
Bestselling author Kay Maguire and RHS Young Designer of the Year Tony Woods provide
stylish design ideas, growing tips and advice to help readers turn even the tiniest outdoor
space into a beautiful and life-affirming oasis. With 30 step-by-step projects, RHS Big Ideas,
Small Spaces shows the urban gardener how to transform balconies, walls, windowsills,
rooftops and the smallest of yards. Discover the best planting plans for your garden, with ideas
for hanging planted screens, mobile gardens, balcony rail planters and potted shelves. Learn
the things you need to know to get your garden started, and how to overcome common
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problems, and ensure your garden, however small, is beautiful all year round.
The best way to attract wildlife to your garden is to build a pond. Discover how to do it, and
then watch the wildlife come, month by month. If you want to do your bit to support local
biodiversity, pick up a spade and start digging. By putting a pond in your back garden, you
have the potential to attract and support a huge array of species. How to Create a Pond for
Wildlife makes the process easy, with fully photographed step-by-steps showing you how to
plan, dig, line, and fill a simple wildlife pond, alongside alternatives including container ponds
and more formal designs. Discover the best mix of aquatic plants you'll need to keep your pond
thriving, how to make sure that creatures can enter and exit the water safely, and the little extra
touches that can encourage all kinds of wildlife to visit. Once your pond is ready, sit back and
watch nature do its work. Follow the story of your pond from season to season as the ebook
takes you through the variety of creatures that will visit your new water feature: the blackbird
that bathes in the shallows; the snuffling hedgehog that has come to quench its thirst; the bat
that soars above the water at nightfall to feast on rising insects. Every garden should have a
pond, and with this ebook, you'll have everything you need to create a pond that will teem with
life for years to come.
Creative projects to do in and out of the garden, including growing plants, handicrafts, and
recipes.
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